The deck was everything we were looking for and looks amazing. Easy to clean and maintain.

— MICHAEL K., VIRGINIA

Best decision of the year.

Scan the QR codes with your phone’s camera to get more detailed information.

Go Against the Grain®

Featured on the Cover: Weathered Teak Wide Width Decking® from TimberTech® AZEK® Vintage Collection® + Black Classic Composite Series + Contemporary Top Rail with Cable Infill.
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Take The Next Step

OUR STORY

You deserve a better life outdoors. So we set out to bring you the best of the best. For those with a heart for the natural wood aesthetic. For those wanting to spend more time enjoying their decks, not maintaining them. For the outdoor living enthusiast with an eye for design - and care for the planet.

BECAUSE OF YOU, WE’LL NEVER SETTLE FOR THE STATUS QUO. WE PREFER TO GO AGAINST THE GRAIN®.

OUR DRIVE

To bring you the most beautiful outdoor living products, built on a foundation of innovative technology and sustainability. Because there’s composite decking. And then there’s TimberTech®.

BETTER TECH. BETTER DECK. BETTER PLANET.
Lean into the process and learn some outdoor living lingo, so you can confidently choose the material for your project.

**Decking & Railing 101**

Start your journey

**NOW TRENDING**

- Dark Hickory
- Castle Gate™
- Sea Salt Gray
- Coastline®
- Ashwood
- Slate Gray
- French White Oak®
- Whitewash Cedar®
- Weathered Teak®
- Antique Leather™
- Tigerwood
- Mahogany
- Dark Cocoa
- American Walnut®
**DECK DESIGN OPTIONS**

**Color Nuances**

With TimberTech, you have a wide range of color options to choose from. These colors are found in real wood and feature a spectrum ranging from solid, single colors for a painted wood look to a more dramatic color blending of highlights and lowlights that resemble premium hardwoods. The degree of color blending differs by collection.

**Board Finishes**

Browse wood grain patterns and finishes available to you. Choose from the charming look of hand-scraped boards or the more high-end look of a wire-brushed, low-gloss finish. This is where the personality of our boards really shines through.

- **CATHEDRAL GRAIN**
- **CROSSCUT GRAIN**
- **WIRE-BRUSHED FINISH**
- **HAND-SCRAPED FINISH**
- **STRAIGHT GRAIN**

The color has been removed from the swatches above to better show the texture and grain pattern of our TimberTech boards.

**DECK DESIGN OPTIONS**
**Backyard Escape**

Center your home around this East Coastal deck, you won’t ever want to leave.

**Ocean Oasis**

Let this breezy style capture your attention and become your very own personal paradise.
Secret Garden
Create a hideaway of your very own with this unique and welcoming garden oasis vibe.

Cozy Retreat
Extend your home into a warm and cozy ‘hygge style’ outdoor living space that will become home to your family’s lifelong memories.
3 Ways To Go Against The Grain

**DECKING OVERVIEW**

**High-end composite decking that surpasses leading competitors’ top tier with 4-sided cap protection**
- Strong, reliable, and engineered to endure
- Ideal for everyday decks, pool surrounds, waterfront retreats, & rooftop escapes

**Capped Polymer Decking**

**UNRIVALED DESIGN AND ELEGANCE**
For the Discerning Designer
- The best of the best
- Stays cooler on hot days and offers better slip resistance than competitors*
- Ideal for everyday decks

**LEGACY COLLECTION**
- Hand-scraped finish
- Highly blended with unique coloring

**RESERVE COLLECTION**
- Cathedral wood grain finish
- Highly blended colors

**HARVEST COLLECTION®**
- Cathedral wood grain finish
- Solid colors

**ELEVATED STYLE AND CHARACTER**
For the Bold Traditionalist
- High-end composite decking that surpasses leading competitors’ top tier with 4-sided cap protection
- Strong, reliable, and engineered to endure
- Ideal for everyday decks

**LANDMARK COLLECTION™**
- Cathedral wood grain with crescent finish
- Highly blended with unique coloring

**TERRAIN COLLECTION®**
- Cathedral wood grain finish
- Blended and solid colors
- Scalloped boards

**ATTAINABLE AND ATTRACTIVE**
For the Value Seeker
- High-value and Low-maintenance
- The natural next step for the discerning deck owner ready to ditch wood for good

**PRIME+ COLLECTION®**
- Straight wood grain finish
- Blended colors
- Scalloped boards

*Although TimberTech AZEK™ decking products are cooler to the touch than many other deck products, all decking products will get hot in the sun. Additionally, the darker the decking color, the hotter it will feel. For hotter climates, consider choosing a lighter color.

LEARN MORE
Timbertech is a cut above the rest.

It has transformed our backyard at the Jersey shore into an elegant waterfront resort that will welcome family and friends for years to come.

— JENNIENE R., NEW JERSEY

Coastline® Decking
Explore the "Designer Series" of decking to make your outdoor living space a masterpiece. This sophisticated collection features the most natural-looking colors, with a wire-brushed, low-gloss finish for a truly authentic, nuanced wood look. Bring the subtle blend of natural colors found in the Vintage Collection to your outdoor living space. Mix and match the complementary colors for the style statement you’ve been seeking.

- Wire-brushed, low-gloss finish
- Highly color-blended
- Multi-Width Options: Mix it up with stylish narrow, standard, and wide widths available in all colors

- MAX Boards available in Coastline. Perfect for docks, boardwalks, and many commercial applications.

Combine with Classic Composite Series Railing in White.

Mahogany Decking
Landmark Collection™

Deck out your outdoor living space with the modern wood tones from the Landmark Collection. Inspired by reclaimed lumber, the classic cathedral grain pattern is complemented by a rustic crosscut grain and matte finish. This highly color-blended decking features cascading hues which result in natural color variation. And, just like in nature, the highlights and lowlights in each board’s color vary from end-to-end and board-to-board, making each deck unique.

- Cathedral wood grain complemented by a rustic crosscut and matte finish
- Highly blended with unique coloring
- Available in standard width and thickness

Harvest Collection™

Tie in traditional, cathedral wood grain patterns and a soft, solid color palette to your deck design with boards from this classic collection. Composed of natural shades, this decking complements a wide range of homes’ exteriors. Seeking a freshly painted wood look? Look no further than the Harvest Collection.

- Cathedral wood grain pattern
- Solid colors
- Available in standard width and thickness
- Wide width available in Brownstone and Slate Gray
- MAX boards are available in Slate Gray. Perfect for docks, boardwalks, and many commercial applications
MULTI-WIDTH DECKING

Do Decking Differently®

Standard width decking is not the standard anymore. Add a touch of the unexpected — and an element of style — with wide or narrow width boards, in addition to standard width. Bring the wide-width flooring trend into your own outdoor living space. Tap into the classic vibe with narrow width decking. Or, turn up the volume on your deck design by mixing all three widths.

WIDE WIDTH - 7.25"

STANDARD WIDTH - 5.5"

NARROW WIDTH - 3.5"

Weathered Teak® Decking in Narrow and Wide Widths
Perfect Porch Appeal

ELEGANT. STYLISH. DURABLE.

Want truly elevated curb appeal? Opt for a perfect porch. Warm, natural-looking, and nuanced colors round out the Porch Collection to help create an inviting space to greet guests or simply lounge. Defined by tongue-and-groove technology, these boards feature a tighter fit for a more polished look. Offered in both standard and wide width, you can make a style statement on your front porch.

- Available in a variety of wood grain patterns and colors
- Available in standard width and thickness
- Wide width available in Coastline, Weathered Teak, Mahogany, and Dark Hickory
Decking Advantages

*Depending on environmental conditions, TimberTech PRO® decking colors may appear to change over time as part of the natural weathering process consistent with the warranty guarantees where applicable.

LEARN MORE

It’s wonderful to enjoy an evening on our deck with friends and family.
— LAURIE S., CALIFORNIA

LEARN MORE

Ashwood Decking with Espresso™ Accents
Legacy Collection

Stand apart from run-of-the-mill decks with this stunning, artisanal collection. This decking features a complex blend of hues, natural board-to-board color variation, and a hand-scraped texture that offers Old World charm. Just as every tree found in nature is unique, so too is every board found in the Legacy Collection — so you can create your one-of-a-kind deck.

- Hand-scraped finish
- Highly blended with unique coloring
- Available in standard width and thickness

Combine with Classic Composite Series + RadianceRail®
Top Rail in Black + Aluminum Baluster Infill

Deck Out Your Design
Terrain Collection®

Tap into traditional and timeless hues for your outdoor oasis. Ranging from solid to minimally blended colors, these scalloped boards offer a complex, rugged wood grain pattern designed to camouflage wear and tear from everyday life. This practical collection is the perfect combination of value and performance.

- Cathedral wood grain pattern
- Blended and solid colors
- Scalloped boards

Silver Maple Decking

Brown Oak Decking
Depending on environmental conditions, TimberTech EDGE® Decking colors may appear to change over time as part of the natural weathering process consistent with the warranty guarantees where applicable.

SUSTAINABLE

Decking Advantages

STAIN-RESISTANT

FADE-RESISTANT*

LOW-MAINTENANCE

Coconut Husk™ Decking

Prime+ Collection®

Explore beautifully vivid colors with this inviting decking collection. The moderately varied hues and subtle, straight grain pattern create an authentic wood visual. Bring long-lasting beauty to your ideal outdoor living space with these scalloped boards.

- Straight wood grain pattern
- Moderately color blended
- Scalloped profile
- Available in standard width and thickness
FASTENING

Focused on Fasteners

STRONG. SECURE. DISCREET.

Opt for the best fastening systems to install your deck. These high-quality fasteners give decks added strength and integrity for years to come.

**COLOR-MATCHED FASTENING**
High-quality steel screws that blend into decks and make holes less visible thanks to the color-matched screw heads.

**HIDDEN FASTENING**
Hidden fasteners provide a fastener-free surface, either by discreetly securing into the sides and grooves of boards, or by imperceptible, top-down plugging.

**BOARD PROFILES**
Square-shoulder boards allow for top down fastening, while grooved boards are designed for hidden clip fasteners.

**COLOR-MATCHED FASTENERS FOR ALL DECK BOARDS**

**TOPLoc®**
Color-matched face fasteners blend in with your TimberTech decking.

**TOPLoc® FASCIA**
Color-matched fastening system designed specifically for installing TimberTech Fascia.

**HIDDEN FASTENERS FOR GROOVED BOARDS**

**FUSIONLoc®**
Collated hidden fastener system engineered for strength and speed. FUSIONLoc® offers pneumatic installation with the FiveSHOT Gun or hand-driven installation. Every clip provides three points of board-to-joist connection and allows for boards in the middle of a deck to easily be removed.

**CONCEALoc®**
Hidden fastener system that can be installed pneumatically with the FastenMaster TigerClaw Gun or manually using a drill. CONCEALoc® provides a fastener-free surface. Designed exclusively for TimberTech® grooved deck boards.

**EDGELoc™**
Hidden fastener system designed exclusively for TimberTech® EDGELoc™ grooved deck boards. EDGELoc™ gives you a fastener-free deck surface and the ability to take the step up from wood into long-lasting, low-maintenance capped composite decking.

**HIDDEN FASTENERS FOR SQUARE SHOULDER BOARDS**

**CORTEx®**
Hidden fastener system featuring a high-quality, ACQ-approved, specialty deck screw with a Torx® tapping drive system. Included plugs are made from TimberTech® Decking to hide the fastener. Best hidden fastener for stairs and perimeter boards. Not for use with scalloped boards.

**SIDELoc™**
Designed exclusively for TimberTech® AZEK® square shoulder, capped polymer deck boards. Hidden fastener system with superior holding power that requires no pre-drilling for installation. SIDELoc® provides a fastener-free surface by pulling the board to the joist from the side of the board.

LEARN MORE
DECK ACCESSORIES

Add Accessories From Start to Finish

Complete your deck with these high-end, high-performance accessories. At the end of the day, good design is in the details.

T I M B E R T E C H ® D E E K C L E A N E R ™
Field-tested and approved specifically for all TimberTech capped decking and railing products. The best solution for seasonal clean-up and to help remove common, everyday spills and stubborn spots.

PRO-Tac Flashing and Joist Tape helps extend the life of decking substructures by preventing water penetration and protecting the lumber substructure from rot.

R I S E R B O A R D S
Available in all TimberTech® PRO® Decking and EDGE® Decking colors. Use on stairs for a seamless, finished look.

F A S C I A B O A R D S
Available in all decking colors or White AZEK® trim boards. Helps to frame the perimeter of your deck to finish off your project with a polished look.
Railing Options for Every Style

Choosing the right railing is just as important as selecting your decking. In the spirit of keepin' it rail with you, railing is the first thing your neighbors will see when they peek over the fence at your new space. Make a statement by mixing and matching top rails, infills, and material types for a customized perimeter to suit your unique style.

"Great deck added to the back of the house. Love the color of the decking especially with white railing."
— LOIS S., MICHIGAN

Classic Composite Series — Drink Rail
RAILING OVERVIEW

Choose the Right Rail

With profiles ranging from classic to contemporary, TimberTech® railing gives your decking masterpiece the frame it deserves. Choose from traditional, transitional, or modern railing in high-performance metal and composite offerings for the perfect look for your outdoor living space.

Traditional Railing

- CLASSIC COMPOSITE SERIES RADIANCE RAIL
- CLASSIC COMPOSITE SERIES PREMIER RAIL
- CLASSIC COMPOSITE SERIES TRADMARK RAIL
- IMPRESSION RAIL EXPRESS
- IMPRESSION RAIL EXPRESS CLASSIC

Transitional Railing

- CLASSIC COMPOSITE SERIES DRINK RAIL
- CLASSIC COMPOSITE SERIES CONTEMPORARY RAIL
- IMPRESSION RAIL EXPRESS DRINK RAIL
- IMPRESSION RAIL EXPRESS MODERN

Modern Railing

- CLASSIC COMPOSITE SERIES BUILDER RAIL
- CLASSIC COMPOSITE SERIES RADIANCERAIL EXPRESS

LEARN MORE

40
Seek out this minimalist railing profile that boasts a pre-assembled, aluminum panel system that keeps sightlines clear and balusters rattle-free by being locked in place. Sleek, strong, and durable, this railing profile features hidden fasteners and fades into the background to keep your stunning view the star of your outdoor living space.

Bring the beautiful views of your backyard to the forefront with this modern aluminum railing that allows you to mix and match materials. Sleek sightlines and superior strength epitomize this stylish metal railing that enhances your space without distracting from the star: your TimberTech® deck.
## Classic Composite Series

**BOLD. BEAUTIFUL. REFINED.**

Our most popular collection has rightly been dubbed the “Designer Series” of railing. Boasting multiple top rail and infill choices, this simple system gives you endless design options to make your outdoor living space truly yours. Take your outdoor space to the next level with bold details and a variety of design options in this railing series.

### Color Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Available Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matte White</td>
<td>Includes 25yr Fade &amp; Stain Warranty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Infill Options

- **Composite Balusters**
- **Aluminum Balusters**
  - Square and round
- **Cable Rail**
- **Glass Channel Kit**
  - Glass not included

### Top Rail Options

- **Premier Rail**
  - Top Rail Size: 3.5” x 2.3”
- **Radiance Rail®**
  - Top Rail Size: 2.9” x 2.9”

### Post Cap Options

- 4”x4” Cap
- 4”x4” Island Cap
- 5”x5” Cap
- 5.5”x5.5” Pyramid Cap
- 5.5”x5.5” Island Cap

---

**Contemporary Rail**

- Top Rail Size: 6.4” x 3”
  - Only available in Classic Black & Traditional Walnut

**Trademark Rail™**

- Top Rail Size: 3.5” x 2.6”
  - Only available in White and White Matte

**Drink Rail**

- Select from any full profile; squared/rounded or beveled boards
  - Not compatible with grooved or scalloped boards
RadianceRail Express®

SIMPLE. SCULPTED. TIMELESS.

Make a style statement with this truly classic profile. RadianceRail Express offers value and a beautifully sculpted top rail that complements your home’s exterior. Add elegance with this easy-to-install railing.

Reserve Rail™

CLASSIC. STATELY. POWERFUL.

Bring on bold style and design with this dramatic railing profile. If you’re looking for an added air of sophistication, complete your deck with Reserve Rail. This regal railing features our largest profile, making it perfect for large-scale, grand homes.

Color Options

- WHITE
- BLACK
- KONA®

Infill

- COMPOSITE BALUSTERS
- ALUMINUM BALUSTERS

Post Cap Options

- 4” X 4” CAP
- 4” X 4” ISLAND CAP

RadianceRail Express®

TOP RAIL SIZE: 2.7” X 2.4”

Infill Options

- COMPOSITE BALUSTERS
- ALUMINUM BALUSTERS
- SQUARE AND ROUND

Cable Rail

Glass Channel Kit

Glass not included

Post Cap

- 6” X 6” CAP

Reserve Rail is only offered regionally. See your sales representative for availability.
**Builder Rail**

**BOLD. MODERN. IMPACTFUL.**

Bring both style and function to your outdoor living space when you choose this mod railing profile. This railing uses a deck board as the top rail, so it’s easier than ever to match your decking and railing for a coordinated look. Plus, the over-the-post installation means your view isn’t interrupted with protruding post caps.

**Color Options**

- **CLASSIC BLACK**
- **TRADITIONAL WALNUT**

**Infill Options**

- **METAL BALUSTERS**
- **GLASS CHANNEL KIT**
  
  Glass not included

---

**RAILING ACCESSORIES**

**Add in Accessories**

Small details add up to the bigger picture of your outdoor living space. Whether you have a high-traffic home and need a gate kit for kids and animals or want to make sure everyone has a firm grasp with ADA Handrails, these accessories help secure your railing and complete the look.

**Secure-Mount Post**

Allows railing installations without a wood post.

**ADA Handrail System**

Make your perimeters and stairways safer and more accessible with an ADA-compliant handrail. Available in both composite and aluminum.

**Classic Composite Series Gate Kit**

Close off stairs from pets or small children (not appropriate for weight-bearing applications). Available in White or Black.

**Impression Rail Express® Gate Kit**

An aluminum rail gate kit used for 36’ or 42’ rail heights. Available in White, Black, or Dark Bronze.

---

LEARN MORE
**L I G H T I N G**

**Light The Way**

**ELEGANT. ILLUMINATING. HELPFUL.**

Set the mood in your outdoor oasis with embedded lighting in your railing or deck. Adding ambiance is the perfect way to take a ho-hum party to a backyard bash.

---

**DECK LIGHTING**

**IN-DECK LIGHT**

A subtle touch for deck perimeters. Available in Architectural Bronze.

**RISER LIGHT**

Used on steps and tiered platforms. Available in White and Architectural Bronze.

**IMPRESSION RAIL EXPRESS® RAIL LIGHTING**

**IN-DIRECT LIGHT POST CAP**

Add a soft glow to your railing posts. Available in Black, White, and Dark Bronze.

**PERIMETER LIGHT POST CAP**

Brighten your deck space with this post cap light. Available in Black, White, and Dark Bronze.

---

**COMPOSITE RAIL LIGHTING**

**LIGHTED ISLAND CAP**

Available for 5.5” composite post sleeves in White, Matte White, and Black.

**POST CAP LIGHT**

Available for 4”, 5”, and 5.5” composite caps in Frosted White.

**UNDER-RAIL LIGHT**

A hidden glow between balusters for composite railing. Available in Architectural Bronze.

**ACCENT LIGHT**

Available in White, Matte White, and Architectural Bronze for composite posts.

---

**LEARN MORE**
Livable Lower Level
SMART. DYNAMIC. COMPLEMENTARY.

Designed for second-story decks, DrySpace™ is an under-deck water management system that collects and channels moisture away from the home, so you can make the most of the space underneath your deck. Adding crisp, clean lines above and a clean space below, DrySpace is made of solid extruded vinyl for maximum strength, durability, and weather resistance. Plus, it’s backed by a 25-Year Limited Warranty.

TimberTech’s use of the mark DRYSPACE is with the consent of DrySpace, Inc., in Cedar Rapids, Iowa (www.dryspace.com). TimberTech and DrySpace, Inc. are not affiliated in any way. Neither company warrants the goods or services of the other.

Your outdoor living dream is closer to being your backyard reality. Now’s the time to take the next step. Familiarize yourself with the building stages and tools below to make it even easier.

BRING IT TO LIFE
Order free samples of the color[s] you have in mind for your deck. Did we mention they’re delivered right to your doorstep?

UNDERSTAND THE BASICS
Get the breakdown of decking design terms you’ll be using to complete your project by visiting our Deck and Railing 101 page to learn the lingo.

HIRING A CONTRACTOR?
Find a local TimberTech™ Pro who’s familiar with the products.

DIY-ING IT?
Building a deck yourself? Our Deck Building Resource Center has the content you need for a smooth build — and the answers to your lingering questions.

LEARN MORE
Find a local TimberTech® Pro who’s familiar with the products.

Order free samples of the color[s] you have in mind for your deck. Did we mention they’re delivered right to your doorstep?

Get the breakdown of decking design terms you’ll be using to complete your project by visiting our Deck and Railing 101 page to learn the lingo.

DIY-ING IT?
Building a deck yourself? Our Deck Building Resource Center has the content you need for a smooth build — and the answers to your lingering questions.
Love my new TimberTech AZEK deck!

We chose AZEK because of its durability, realistic look, and color choices compared to other products. We chose the Vintage Collection® and couldn’t be more thrilled with the outcome. The deck is both functional and a work of art. It feels more solid than wood ... And looks like real wood. The best part is that we won’t have to stain it every year, saving us a lot of time and hassle.

— DK.SCHRINER REDMOND, OR